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   As Rome grew, problems arose. Expanding its 
empire brought Rome in conflict with people who 
did not want to be ruled by the Romans. There 
were internal problems as well, since only wealthy 
landowners benefited from the growth. Most of 
Rome’s citizens and all of its non-citizens lacked 
protection by the government and had little 
representation. The poor and landless began 
flocking into the crowded cities and tensions grew.   
   Increasing violence created conflict among 
Roman leaders. One consul who sought reforms to 
help the poor was opposed by senators who saw 
his actions as means to make all citizens equal. 
Most senators enjoyed their superior positions and 
were angered by the consul’s efforts on behalf of 
those they saw as lowly. The senators killed 

thousands of the consul’s supporters and declared him an enemy of the state, so 
out of fear and despair the consul committed suicide. 
   Many military leaders also tried to reform Rome and address its problems, 
often leading to civil war between powerful men and their armies. The constant 
warfare disrupted trade and led to further problems. It wasn’t until 60 B.C. when 
things began to change.   
   Gaius Julius Caesar was a well-educated military leader who became a favorite 
among the people for his grand victories at war and his rousing speeches at 
home. He and two others, Crassus and Pompey, established a triumvirate, or 
“rule of three” to take control of Rome. However, over a few years, Caesar’s 
popularity increased, and when Crassus died in 53 B.C., Pompey and his 
supporters feared Caesar was becoming too powerful and ordered him to 
disband his army. Instead, Caesar responded by marching his forces into Rome 
and driving Pompey from power, becoming the sole leader of Rome. By 44 B.C. 
he had enacted many reforms and gained enough support to name himself 
dictator for life.   
 
Explain why you think Julius Caesar would have such great appeal to the 
Roman people. 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

             


